SBS MODIFIED BITUMEN BASE FLASHING TURNED INTO SCUPPER A MINIMUM OF 3".

SHEET METAL THROUGH-WALL SCUPPER SECURED TO WALL AND DECK AND/OR OPTIONAL WOOD BLOCKING

SBS MODIFIED BITUMEN MEMBRANE. MAY BE EXTENDED ABOVE WALL FLANGE OF SCUPPER.

DURAFLEX TG SBS SMOOTH PRE-FLASHING

BASE/PLY SHEET(S) OPTIONAL: EXTENDED ABOVE TOP OF CANT

RIGID INSULATION

NOTES:

1. SEE DURAFLEX TG SBS HIGH WALL FLASHING DETAIL FOR WALL FLASHING ABOVE 24".

2. SET SCUPPER FLANGES IN DURAFLEX 954 PREMIUM SBS FLASHING CEMENT - PRIME FLANGE BEFORE STRIPPING.

3. APPLY A BEAD OF DURAFLEX 954 PREMIUM SBS FLASHING CEMENT, LIQUA-PLY FLASHING OR PLYLINK CONSTRUCTION ADHESIVE/SEALANT TO THE MEMBRANE TERMINATION INSIDE SCUPPER AND AT SCUPPER OPENING CORNERS.

4. DURAFLEX ALUM MAY BE USED FOR FLASHING MATERIAL IN LIEU OF HEAT WELDED SBS FLASHING MEMBRANE.